
Tokai Rika's mission is to contribute to a higher quality of life 
by creating products that satisfy our customers.
Further progress of the global market economy in the early 21st 
century perfectly coincides with our mission, to provide our cus-
tomers in the world with the best products.  Furthermore, har-
mony and the contributions required by the new era will be 
transformed into our focus, that is to build up an enterprise that  
anticipates future expectations from all of the stakeholders.  
This is why we have defined "A New Flight to the World, An-
ticipating Future Expectations" as our vision theme toward the 
Year 2010.  
We will commit to expanding our business in the world and 
growing into a global enterprise that positively affects people all 
over the world and then brings satisfaction to ourselves.
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Tokai Rika seeks new growth�
at the outset of the 21st century.

"A New Flight to the World,�
Anticipating Future Expectations"



2010 Vision
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India China

South America

Expectations�
from Users

Expectations�
from Customers

Expectations�
from Suppliers

Comfortable and 
pleasant products�

Prices that match 
product values Attractive products 

at attractive prices�

Quick response 
and increased 
confidence

Well-defined 
individual roles 
that enhance the 
company's growth�

Individual growth 
and self-
actualization

Well-planned 
strategies for 
business growth�

Appropriate 
evaluation of 
added values and 
contributions

Growth and 
stability

Harmony with and 
contribution to 
society and local 
communities

Provide more customers�
in the world with better�

products by�
better methods

Positively effect people

Oceania/�
Asia

A New Flight
to the World
A New Flight
to the World

Anticipating
Future

Expectations 

Anticipating
Future

Expectations 

Expectations�
from TR Group�
Companies and�
Associates

Expectations�
from Stockholders�
and Interested�
Parties 

Expectations from�
Society and Local�
Communities
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